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A Dynamic Synchronous Interactive Functional
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Ci Liang, Senior Member, IEEE, Mohamed Ghazel, Chi Xie, Wei Zheng, Wei Chen, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—Functional safety is crucial for Electric Vehicles
(EVs) as it ensures that the EV systems operate correctly and
safely. This paper aims to propose an efficient and holistic
approach to verify functionality and ensure the functional safety
of EVs. A holistic closed-loop dynamic synchronous functional
validation (CL-DSFV) methodology is proposed. The CL-DSFV
methodology consists of a set of sequential analysis/modeling
methods: use case analysis, functional concept analysis, functional
state/transition modeling, simulation method of the user inter-
action based on dynamic synchronous interconnection between
the FSM and the user behavior simulation platform, verification
method of checking correctness and completeness of functions
according to the user behavior cover list and test cases. Moreover,
a novel transition engine with usage and functionality features
is originally developed to constrain the switching between func-
tional states of the FSM. UIG algorithm is originally proposed
to generate functional validation configurations automatically
and further achieve the automation of dynamic synchronous
validation. Superiority of the CL-DSFV is verified through the
comparison with several referred relevant existing methods.
Furthermore, CL-DSFV is applied to functional validation of
the product function “Electrical Energy Management” (EEM)
of EVs. The outcomes attest that the CL-DSFV allows for
effectively ensuring the completeness and correctness of the
considered functions, and helps ensure the traceability of function
decomposition.

Index Terms—Electric vehicle, functional safety, functional
state interconnection, user intention, dynamic synchronous vali-
dation.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background

OWING to the rapid development of electric vehicle
(EV) technologies, we are on the cusp of a revolution

in transportation on a scale not seen since the introduction
of automobiles a century ago. As a solution to help tackle
the global climate change problem, the development of EVs
has been attracting worldwide attention from industries, gov-
ernment agencies, professional organizations and academic
institutions. The number of EVs has increased dramatically
in recent years. In China, the sales trend of EVs has soared
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since 2018. Specifically, EV sales increased to 141,000 in the
first quarter of 2018, which leads to the fact that China has
become the principal market of EVs all over the world. In
2019, the production and possession quantity of EVs in China
reached more than 1.3 million and 3.4 million, respectively,
which accounted for more than 60% of the world figures in
terms of both production and possession [1]. The U.S. remains
the second-largest EV market in terms of sales. The number
of new EV registrations in the first quarter of 2019 in the U.S.
rose to 61,000. Across Europe, one can notice that Norway and
Germany currently have the most EVs registered. The number
of newly registered EVs has exceeded 23,300 since 2019 in
both countries [2]. Global EV sales doubled in 2021 from the
previous year to a new record of 6.75 million [3, 4]. Besides,
nearly 10% of global car sales were electric in 2021. This
brought the total number of operated electric cars worldwide
to about 16.5 million, triple the amount in 2018. In 2022,
global EV sales have kept accelerating with 2 million sold
solely in the first quarter, which went up 75% from the same
period in 2021 [5].

Meanwhile, safety issues related to EVs have become
prominent along with the increasing inventory of EVs. It is
worth mentioning that since EVs are safety-critical systems,
ensuring the correctness of their functional design and pre-
venting malfunctions are of primary importance [6]. Therefore,
functional safety is a core concern for EVs, due to the high
complexity of EV systems, which incorporate battery cells,
the battery management system (BMS), the electrical energy
management system (EEMS, our focus in this paper), power
electronics and electric powertrain [7–9]. Moreover, a high
level of functional safety is required to protect passengers,
pedestrians and the environment. As witnessed by the statis-
tics from various countries, severe accidents related to EVs
have occurred and given rise to serious human and material
damages in the past decade. According to the investigation
conducted by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administra-
tion (NHTSA) in the U.S., numerous plug-in EV fire accidents
have occurred since the introduction of mass production of
plug-in EVs [10]. On August 15, 2016, a new Tesla Model
S 90D spontaneously caught fire during a promotional test
drive in Biarritz, France. Following a sudden loud noise, the
dashboard presented the driver with a warning of a “charging”
problem. A few moments later, the vehicle started burning,
and the fire completely destroyed the vehicle within 5 minutes.
Fortunately, the driver and passengers safely exited the vehicle
in time. The investigations conducted by Tesla subsequently
showed that a bolted electrical connection of the vehicle
had not been tightened properly, which led to the charging
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failure [11]. Moreover, upon several reported Tesla-related EV
accidents, the NHTSA opened a probe, in 2019, into all Tesla
Model S and X cars manufactured between 2012 and 2019.
The probe collected a wide range of information regarding
details on the engineering and production of the specified
vehicles, which involves the functions of battery management,
electrical energy management (EEM, our focus in this paper)
and thermal management during or after charging [12]. In
2021, Electrek, an American news website dedicated to electric
transportation and sustainable energy, compiled a list of 19
Chevrolet Bolt EV related fires [13]. The frequent fire related
accidents resulted in a recall of around 110,000 Chevrolet
Bolt and Bolt EUV EVs produced between 2017 and 2022.
According to the U.S. highway vehicle fire report, EV fire
accidents are mainly a result of mechanical problems, electri-
cal failures or malfunctions, ranging from a faulty design of
relevant functions to an improperly installed device [14]. The
investigation on EV fire accidents in 2020 in China shows that
mechanical failures and malfunctions of battery cells, BMS
and EEMS are the leading contribution factors towards the
EV fire accidents [15–17].

Based on the aforementioned overview of EV related ac-
cidents, it is plain that the functional safety of EEM is
crucial to ensure the whole safety of EVs. Besides, there is
a pressing need for efficient modeling methods of functional
safety validation to assure EV safety, so as to improve road
safety as a whole. The contributions discussed in the present
paper fall within this context as detailed in the following
section.

B. Contributions and outline

Since EVs are safety-critical systems, ensuring the correct-
ness of their functional design and preventing malfunctions
are of primary importance. In this paper, we propose a closed-
loop dynamic synchronous functional validation (CL-DSFV)
methodology based on the functional state model and inter-
connected synchronous simulation. The proposed CL-DSFV
is applied to validating the completeness and correctness of
the EEM function of the EV as an experiment. According to
the outcomes of the application, the CL-DSFV allows us to
achieve bidirectional validation with a dynamic synchronous
visualization. Namely, we investigate whether each user behav-
ior can trigger one transition and activate the corresponding
functional state, and whether each state and transition can be
covered by at least one user behavior. Specifically, the primary
contributions of the present paper focus on the following
aspects:

1) Novel and holistic closed-loop dynamic process: pro-
viding a holistic and closed-loop dynamic feedback func-
tional validation process, which allows us to achieve
bidirectional validation with a dynamic synchronous in-
teraction. Such a holistic closed-loop dynamic process
was rarely achieved in the relevant state of the art.

2) Original transition engine and UIG algorithm: devel-
oping a novel transition engine (TE) considering Usage
Intention, Lifecycle State, User Location and Vehicle Sta-
tus, to formalize the constraints on the transitions between

the functional states of the FSM. Such comprehensive
aspects related to usage and vehicle functionality features
of the transition engine have not been completely taken
into account in similar studies. Moreover, the original
UIG algorithm (see Section III-D) is proposed to gen-
erate functional validation configurations automatically
and achieve the automation of dynamic synchronous
validation, which decreases time and labor cost.

3) User intention oriented dynamic synchronous interac-
tion: creating dynamic synchronous interaction between
the FSM and the user intention oriented simulation. Such
one has not been achieved and applied in the functional
validation of automobile industry, to the best of the
authors’ knowledge.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II gives a review on related work in terms of functional
safety analysis and validation. Section III elaborates on the
proposed CL-DSFV methodology while going through the
various stages of this methodology. Section IV is dedicated
to the application of CL-DSFV framework on the considered
EEM function. In Section V, we discuss the main outcomes of
the application. Finally, concluding remarks and future work
are outlined in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

In the literature, various methodologies are developed for
the modeling and analyzing processes with the aim to validate
functional safety and identify risks in complex systems. In
early studies, for the sake of combining qualitative and quan-
titative analysis, the fault tree analysis (FTA) has been widely
used for functional validation and risk analysis in various
domains. FTA is a deductive top-down method, which aims
at analyzing the possible combinations of initiating faults and
events that may give rise to some feared events and providing
the designer with an intuitive high-level abstraction of the
system [18]. The failure mode and effects analysis (FMEA)
has also been broadly used in various industrial domains to
investigate the functional safety and reliability of high-risk sys-
tems [19]. FMEA is an inductive bottom-up analysis method
aimed at analyzing the effects of single component/function
failures on subsystem/equipment level. Compared with FMEA,
FTA is more useful in showing how resistant a system is
to single or multiple initiating faults. However, one obvious
disadvantage of FTA is that it does not tell enough about the
failure mechanism since, generally, the causal relationships
between events are not a simple binary link (Yes or No).
In addition, traditional static fault trees cannot handle the
sequential interaction and functional dependencies between the
system components. Consequently, it is necessary to employ
dynamic methodologies to overcome these limitations [18].

Afterwards, to deal with the functional safety of complex
and safety-critical systems, semi-formal/formal modeling ap-
proaches have been widely adopted, in particular for functional
validation, reliability analysis and fault diagnosis. Among the
notations that are commonly used in this context, one can
cite the unified modeling language (UML) [20–23], state ma-
chines (SMs) [24–26] and Petri net (PN) [27–30]. Nowadays,
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functional safety analysis and validation methodologies are
required to deal with increasingly complex real-time systems
with a large number of configuration parameters. To this
end, such techniques should be equipped with the following
characteristics [31]:

• having strong modeling ability,
• providing simple and efficient means to specify functional

scenarios,
• having high computational efficiency,
• integrating domain expertise and causal knowledge,
• providing dynamic synchronized validation.

In this regard, new functional validation modeling methods
based on the combination of semi-formal/formal modeling,
fuzzy theory (FT), evidence theory (ET), neural networks (NN)
and simulation have emerged in recent studies [24, 28, 30, 32–
36, 38]. [24] proposed a neural-dynamic tracking framework to
implement functional validation based on deep convolutional
neural networks (Deep CNN, DCNN) and finite state machines
(finite SMs). Namely, the DCNN acts as a key component to
recognize patterns from a complex and changing environment,
while the finite SM translates the recognized patterns into
states and controls, and validates the functional behavior of
the tracker tested in this study. A weighted fuzzy neural
Petri net (WFNPN) was proposed by [28] to implement
functional safety analysis and fault diagnosis of microgrids.
This method created dynamic functional fault diagnosis mod-
els by means of PNs, and train specific parameters via the
fuzzy neural network without excessive reliance on human
experience. [30] proposed a novel dynamic PN model based on
Dempster-Shafer (D-S) evidence theory to integrate knowledge
inference for functional reliability modeling and validation
of complex mechanical systems. This approach was applied
to a satellite driving mechanism system, and the functional
validation/evaluation process was improved due to the learning
efficiency and knowledge accuracy of the developed dynamic
PN model. [32] developed a systematic functional validation
approach based on Stochastically and Dynamically Coloured
Petri Nets (SDCPN) to validate the interactions between pilots
and the Airborne Collision Avoidance System (ACAS). This
model takes into account the technical, human and procedural
elements relevant to the ACAS, which allows for assessing the
fulfillment of the ACAS operation requirements and achieving
the system functional confidence. A functional validation
method was proposed in [33] to identify the inconsistency of
development requirements and to improve behavioral flows
by cross-checking with the state transition model based on
UML diagrams. [36] proposed an integrated simulation-based
approach to model EV driver behaviors using a multi-agent
simulation platform, and to simulate EV’s functions of in-
teractions in both road transport and electric power systems,
which allows the evaluation of functional safety of EVs.
[37] developed an effective functional safety V&V platform
for Electric Drive System (EDS) based on X-in-the-loop,
and used the fault injection test as an example to show
the effectiveness of the proposed approach. [38] presents a
functional validation methodology based on the statistical
scenario testing for evaluating autonomous vehicles’ safety-

related functionality in simulated scenarios. In this work, the
authors formulated Scenarios Domain as a list of scenario
characteristics with specified distributions and hierarchical
dependencies, which is imported to a automatic testing simu-
lation platform implemented through the Procedural Scenario
Generation (PSG) algorithm. The classification of reviewed
works in terms of the methods used is shown in Fig. 1.
The comparison among the reviewed works in terms of the
following assessment metrics: “Functional Behavior Validation
(FBV)”, “User Behavior Validation (UBV)”, “Scenario Based
Simulation (SBS)”, “Expertise and Causal Knowledge Inte-
gration (ECKI)” and “State-Behavior Interconnected Dynamic
Synchronous Validation (SBIDSV)” is shown in Table I.
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TABLE I The comparison among the reviewed works.

References FBV UBV SBS ECKI SBIDSV
[20-23], [34, 35] + – – – –

[19], [26], [30] + – – + –

[24], [28], [38] + – + – –

[27], [29] + – – – –

[32] + + – – –

[33] + + + – –

[36] + + – – –

+: Advantage, –: Limitation

Despite the aforementioned approaches that show a rel-
atively strong modeling ability and high computational ef-
ficiency, there is still a lack of efficient means to practi-
cally formalize the functional transitions between functional
states/scenarios, and these approaches rarely considered do-
main expertise or causal knowledge. Moreover, few works
focus on the dynamic synchronous validation between the user
behaviors and functional design. Indeed, although dynamic
modeling self validation (such as state-reachable validation,
etc.) was addressed in numerous existing research works, the
dynamic synchronous validation between user behaviors and
functional design is a different problem. Therefore, in the
present study, we are inspired to tackle these issues in the
context of functional validation, while reducing physical tests
so as to achieve cost efficiency, with our proposed approach.
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III. CL-DSFV FRAMEWORK

For a modeling paradigm to be efficient and relevant, it
has to view an influential network not merely as passive
parsimonious codes for storing factual knowledge, but also
as a rational architecture for directing the causality flow
of knowledge and representing characteristics of transitions
between knowledge. While having in mind this principle,
in this section, the CL-DSFV methodology is proposed. As
shown in Fig. 2, the CL-DSFV framework consists of a
set of sequential stages, namely starting from the use case
analysis and functional concept analysis, going through the
modeling description of functional states/transitions/actions on
entry/exit, sequentially, simulating the user interaction with
the system based on the dynamic synchronous interconnection
between the functional state model (FSM) and the simulation
platform, and ending with checking correctness and complete-
ness of functions according to the user behavior cover list
and test cases, followed by the iteration of functional design
and validation when needed. The outputs of the last stage
will be the inputs to the next stage. The CL-DSFV approach
can achieve a holistic bidirectional validation through the
closed-loop feedback pipeline to ensure the functional safety.
The various stages of the framework, i.e., use case analysis,
functional concept analysis, FSM generation, dynamic syn-
chronous simulation and functional validation, are discussed
in the following subsection.

A. Use case analysis

We may only have information about legal requirements,
vehicle attributes and user intentions at the beginning of the
EV design process. These preliminary materials are the inputs
to build customer requirements, which consist of use cases
and functional behaviors, as shown in Definition 1. Therefore,
it is necessary to perform use case analysis based on the
aforementioned inputs to generate use cases and functional

behaviors, which constitute the basis of follow-up analyses.
Via use case analysis, the knowledge at the customer function
(CF) level can be broken down to the product function (PF)
level.

Definition 1:

CustomerReq = {UC,FB}, (1)

where CustomerReq represents the set of customer require-
ments, UC denotes the set of use cases and FB is the set of
functional behaviors.

B. Functional concept analysis

In order to acquire a clear understanding on the use cases
and functional behaviors of the system, and facilitate their
implementation in physical design, it is indispensable to
further perform the functional concept analysis to identify
the PF requirements followed by generating the functional
capability (FC) as defined in Definition 2, with the inputs of
use cases and functional behaviors generated from the previous
stage. It is worth noticing that the FC represents an ability to
provide the corresponding PF with a functionality or service
and opens a way to reflect the contribution of a product module
(PM) to the PF considered. Additionally, a PM consists of
several function-correlated FCs. Therefore, we can use FC
to understand the behavior of functionality crossing various
modules. Moreover, the FC attribute (FCA) needs to be defined
to contain the functionality or service of the corresponding FC.
Namely, FCA is the carrier of the FC requirements.

During the functional concept analysis phase, the boundary
of design needs to be defined firstly. Then, PF requirements
shall be identified based on the use cases and functional
behaviors. Note that the PF requirements contain safety and
non-safety requirements. Hazard analysis has to be performed
to distinguish safety requirements. Subsequently, FTA needs
to be carried out to refine the PF requirements and break
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down them to the FC level downstream. Meanwhile, based
on the functional behaviors and PF requirements, FCs can be
generated to carry the requirements that are broken down from
PF level through FCAs. On the other hand, test cases can be
designed to validate corresponding FC requirements as well.

Definition 2:

FC = {FCA,FC Req}, (2)

where FCA is the set of functional capability attributes, and
FC Req is the set of functional capability requirements. As
shown in Fig. 2, FC requirements are broken down from PF
requirements.

C. FSM generation

Based on the obtained FCs, one can define the elements of
the FSM, namely, functional states, transitions and actions on
the entry/exit of functional states, and decide the relationships
between these elements, so as to generate the FSM. The FSM
needs to be reviewed by domain experts. In the present study,
we leverage the Rational Rhapsody tool to build the FSM.
In particular, we have originally developed a novel quadruple-
category engine to formalize the feature of transitions between
functional states, which is called Transition Engine (TE), as
shown in Definition 3.

Definition 3:

TE = {UI, LS, UL, V S}, (3)

where UI , LS, UL and V S denote the four categories Usage
Intention, Lifecycle State, User Location and Vehicle Status,
which are defined in Tables II, III, IV and V, respectively.

As shown in Tables II, III, IV and V, TE takes into
account holistic aspects related to usage features and vehicle
functionality features. Thus, this engine has a strong capacity
to provide a thorough cognition when it comes to depicting the
conditions of transitions and guiding the design of actions on
entry/exit of functional states. Moreover, there is no doubt that
with its versatility, TE can be applied to the whole automotive
industry by having, not only a merely comprehensive but also
in-depth understanding on the interaction between users and
vehicles while considering all usage scenarios. The mode of
thinking to develop this engine can also be migrated to other
similar fields. Note that it is not mandatory to use all the
four categories to constrain a transition if any of them is not
applicable for a specific scenario, but at least one of them shall
be used.

D. Dynamic synchronous simulation

In this stage, we originally propose a novel User Interaction
Generation (UIG) algorithm to generate functional validation
configurations automatically, as shown in Algorithm 1. The
functional validation configuration file contains the informa-
tion about TE, functional states, transitions and pairs of entry
and exit conditions. Moreover, actions on entry/exit of func-
tional states in the FSM are designed as data subscribers of the
Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) protocol to
implement data exchange between the FSM and the simulation
platform. Besides, the simulation platform is developed by the

TABLE II Usage Intentions.

Usage Intention Description
Approach User intention to approach the vehicle;

Enter
User intention to enter the vehicle, including
opening any door and getting inside the
vehicle;

Settle in User being inside vehicle and making
preparations before taking off;

Drive User or autopilot system being responsible for
driving the vehicle with more or less support;

Communicate
in Vehicle

User interacting with others inside or outside
the vehicle, including, e.g., talking to riders
in the back seat from the front seat;

Exit User getting out of vehicle;

Leave User intention to leave the vehicle;

Load Vehicle User loading or unloading vehicle;

Offboard Control

User intention to use car service or view car
status away from vehicle, including, e.g.,
preclimatization, monitoring, diagnostics and
supervision;

Ride User using vehicle for riding, rather than being
responsible for driving task;

Passive Use of
Vehicle

User being inside vehicle with no intention to
use the vehicle for transport, including, e.g.,
sleeping or waiting in the vehicle;

Maintain Vehicle

User intention to keep vehicle in conditions
ready for use, including refueling, charging,
filling engine oil/abluent/washer fluid, etc., and
having a possibility to clean the vehicle;

Produce Product User intention to manufacture a product and
perform needed activities in vehicle production.

TABLE III Lifecycle States.

Lifecycle State Description
Normal The nominal state of the vehicle;

Factory The state when vehicle is produced in the factory
(after the electrical system has been started up);

Transport The state when vehicle is transported from the
factory to the dealer;

Dyno The state when vehicle is tested on a
dynamometer;

Show The state when vehicle is on show or in a dealer
showroom;

Service The state at service;

Crash The state after a crash.

Unity game engine. The configuration file can be imported to
Unity game engine based simulation platform directly, which
can realize the automation of dynamic synchronous simulation
by combining with actions on entry/exit of functional states.
Additionally, the simulation platform is a virtual demonstrator
that can represent a digital environment with a high degree of
realism and industrial relevance.

Overall, with the novel UIG algorithm, we can create a
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dynamic synchronous interaction between the FSM and the
simulation platform.

TABLE IV User Locations.

User Location Description
User in Zone 4 Distance ≥ 10 m from vehicle

User in Zone 3 10 m >Distance ≥ 6 m from vehicle

User in Zone 2 6 m >Distance ≥ 2 m from vehicle

User in Zone 1 Distance <2 m from vehicle

User in driver seat

User in co-pilot seat

User in 2nd row left seat

User in 2nd row middle seat

User in 2nd row right seat

User in 3rd row left seat

User in 3rd row right seat
Note: here, we consider the vehicle with a maximum of seven
seats (three rows).

E. Functional validation

After the dynamic synchronous interconnection between the
FSM and the simulation platform is created, one can perform
a dynamic functional validation by executing physical opera-
tions in the simulation platform. It is worth mentioning that the
physical operations simulate the actions in reality according
to the user behavior cover list extracted from the customer
function requirement specification and the product function
requirement specification. Meanwhile, the dynamic functional
validation can be implemented and monitored through the
visualization of the simulation platform that the physical oper-
ations are triggering corresponding transitions and activating
corresponding functional states in the FSM.

Thus, one can assess if each user behavior triggers one
transition and activates the corresponding functional state, and
whether each state and each transition can be covered by at
least one user behavior, so as to evaluate the correctness of
bidirectional coverage between them. The validation is passed
if the coverage is complete and correct; otherwise, the reasons
for a failed validation need to be identified and the use case
analysis shall be iterated, in reverse. Here, we assume that
the user behavior cover list is correct as it is reviewed by
domain experts. To sum up, the CL-DSFV provides a closed-
loop control of dynamic synchronous interactive functional
validation methodology to avoid the deviation between the user
(customer) intention and the functional/system design.

IV. INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION

EEM is in charge of balancing, monitoring and distributing
the power and energy between consumer domains and energy
domains in EVs, whose internal functional blocks are shown
in Fig. 3. Namely, EEM consists of the functionality blocks:
Electrical energy coordination (EEC), Electrical energy con-
version control (EECC), Low voltage energy control (LVEC),

TABLE V Vehicle Statuses.

Vehicle Feature Status
Locks Locked, Unlocked;

Alarm Alarmed, Unalarmed;

Mirrors Folded, Unfolded;

Door Handles Deployed, Retracted;

Driver Door Opened, Closed;

Co-pilot Door Opened, Closed;

Second Row Left Door Opened, Closed;

Second Row Right Door Opened, Closed;

Driver Window Opened, Closed;

Co-pilot Window Opened, Closed;

Second Row Left Window Opened, Closed;

Second Row Right Window Opened, Closed;

Driver Seat Occupied, Free;

Co-pilot Seat Occupied, Free;

Second Row Seats (any) Occupied, Unoccupied;

Third Row Seats (either) Occupied, Unoccupied;

Third Row Backrest Folded, Unfolded;

Hood Opened, Closed;

Roof Opened, Closed;

Trunk Opened, Closed;

Driver Belt In Use, Not in Use;

Co-pilot Belt In Use, Not in Use;

Second Row Belts (any) In Use, Not in Use;

Third Row Belt (either) In Use, Not in Use;

Vehicle Movement Parked, Standstill, Moving;

Brake Pedal Depressed, Released;

Accelerator Pedal Depressed, Released;

Trailer Connected, Not Connected;

Power Level Normal, Reduced, Critical;

Energy Level Normal, Reduced, Critical;

VCU PowerUp, PowerDown;

Charging Cable Connected, Not Connected;

Thermal Activity Request, Not Request;

Charging Condition SWDL, AC Charging, DC Charging,
Solar Charging.

Note: VCU represents vehicle computation unit, which is the core
computer and controller of the vehicle. SWDL, AC and DC
represent software download, alternating current and direct current,
respectively. Here, we consider the vehicle with a maximum of
seven seats (three rows).

HLCM, SLCM, BMS, HV battery system, Solar system and
LV battery system. In this section, the CL-DSFV methodology
is applied to the EEM function of EVs by collaborating with
an original equipment manufacturer (OEM) in automotive
industry, according to the corresponding stages described in
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Algorithm 1: UIG Algorithm

1 Input: UserBehavior
/* inputting user behaviors from the

‘‘user behavior cover list’’ */

2 Parameters: Entry, Exit, FunState,
UsageIntention, Lifecycle, UserLocation,
V ehicleStatus
/* defining initial variables of

Entry, Exit, Functional State,
Usage Intention, Lifecycle, User
Location, and Vehicle Status */

3 Define UserBehavior list
->{UserBehavior[Entry, Exit]}
/* defining the list of user

behaviors that includes the
variables Entry and Exit */

4 for each UserBehavior do
5 Search UserBehavior in UserBehavior list

/* using UserBehavior as an index
to find the corresponding
UserBehavior[Entry, Exit] */

6 Get FunState according to Entry and Exit
/* obtaining the functional state

of each user behavior according
to corresponding Entry and Exit

*/

7 Get input TE list ->{UsageIntention,
Lifecycle, UserLocation, V ehicleStatus}
according to FunState
/* generating the input TE list

that includes variables Usage
Intention, Lifecycle, User
Location and Vehicle Status
according to the functional
state */

8 Get output TE list ->{UsageIntention,
Lifecycle, UserLocation, V ehicleStatus}
according to FunState
/* generating the output TE list

that includes variables Usage
Intention, Lifecycle, User
Location and Vehicle Status
according to the functional
state */

9 end for
10 Return DataItem->{FunState, Entry, Exit, input

TE list, output TE list}
/* obtaining the data configuration

file that includes Functional
State, Entry, Exit, input TE list
and output TE list for each user
behavior */

Section III, which is discussed as follows.

EEM functionality blocks

Electrical energy 
conversion 

control

Low voltage 
energy control

HLCM

SLCM

BMS

Electrical energy 
coordination CoordinatorElectrical Energy Conversion Controller

CORE

BMS

V batteryConsumer

HV battery 
system

CoordinatorElectrical Energy Conversion Controller

CORE

BMS

V batteryConsumer

Solar system

CoordinatorElectrical Energy Conversion Controller

CORE

BMS

V batteryConsumer

LV battery 
system

Fig. 3. EEM functionality block diagram.

A. Use case analysis and functional concept analysis

The use case analysis (refer to Section III-A) and functional
concept analysis (refer to Section III-B) are carried out based
on the legal requirements, vehicle attributes, user intentions,
domain expertise and functional scenario decomposition flow
chart. The process of requirement breakdown from CFs to
the PF-EEM, then to FCs, is shown in Fig. 4. It is worth
mentioning that the CF “Product Availability” handles the user
intention of changing lifecycle modes and enabling vehicles
for driving. The CF “Vehicle Charging” aims to provide users
with an intuitive and easy way of accomplishing electrical
energy transfer between an external energy provider and the
high voltage battery. For space limitations, we directly give
the FCs generated from functional concept analysis, without
showing the intermediate process. The generated FCs are
described in Table VI, which are the basis for the successive
modeling work.

 

 Customer Functions

  Product 
Availability

 Vehicle 
Charging

Product Function

Electrical Energy 
   Management

Functional Capabilities

Monitor and Balance
   Electrical Energy

Balance Power and Energy Between
             Voltage Domains

Monitor and Balance Electrical Power 
            Between Consumers

Activate/Deactivate 
      HV System

Provide Electrical Power and 
           Energy Status

Fig. 4. The process of requirement breakdown from CFs to
EEM, then to FCs.

Furthermore, the FTA is brought into play to investigate
the safety goals at the FC level. Namely, FTA is carried
out to break down safety requirements from the PF level
to a specific FC. Taking “FC1-Monitor and Balance Electri-
cal Power Between Consumers” for instance, Fig. 5 shows
the FTA performed on the safety goal, namely, the safety
requirement “REQ 138872” that “the HV battery discharge
power limits shall be distributed correctly and timely in the
degradation situation” (see the top event) at the PF level, and
visualizes the process for breaking down “REQ 138872” to
FC1. Specifically, the top event corresponding to the violation
of “REQ 138872” is refined to the child requirements related
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TABLE VI Description of FCs.

FC Description
FC1-Monitor and Balance Electrical Power Between Consumers Handling load control;

FC2-Balance Power and Energy Between Voltage Domains
Balancing power/energy among HV, LV and solar domains
via HLCM and SLCM, and controlling the working modes
of HLCM and SLCM;

FC3-Monitor and Balance Electrical Energy Providing energy budget during parking and deactivating
loads when the energy level is too low;

FC4-Provide Electrical Power and Energy Status Monitoring electrical energy/power and reporting actual
status to the vehicle, including LV electrical health;

FC5-Activate/Deactivate HV System Handling the request to close/open contactors linked with
power supply and enabling/disabling HV loads;

Note: HV, LV, HLCM and SLCM represent high voltage, low voltage, high to low voltage conversion management and solar to
low voltage conversion management, respectively.

to thermal and propulsive (i.e., Longitudinal Vehicle Control,
LVC) power limits (see bottom events), which are further
allocated to the FC level through the FTA.

B. FSM modeling and dynamic synchronous simulation

Referring to Sections III-C and III-D, with the help of FCs
and TE, the corresponding FSM is built as shown in Fig. 6.
Here, we focus on the “EEMAvailable” part, which is divided
into the parking and driving scenarios. One can notice that
there are two parallel blocks within the “EEM Parking” state,
namely, “ElectricalConversion Parking” and “HVEnergySys-
tem Parking”. “EEM Driving” is composed of two parallel
blocks as well. Taking “ElectricalConversion Parking” as an
instance (the left block of “EEM Parking”), it is refined
from FC2, and contains four sub-states. The four sub-states
represent four conversion modes, respectively; and the TE is
employed to define the transitions among the four conversion
modes.

Furthermore, the actions on entry/exit are defined for sub-
states to implement the MQTT based communication inter-
face between the FSM and the simulation platform. Taking
the “HVPowerUp Parking” sub-state inside “HVEnergySys-
tem Parking” (the right block of “EEM Parking”) as an exam-
ple, the actions on entry/exit are designed as shown in Fig. 7.
On the other hand, user interaction is generated automatically
through the UIG algorithm (see Algorithm 1). Taking the
user behavior “open the first left door” as an instance (see
the red dashed-line box in Fig. 8), the configuration file and
implementation in the simulation platform are shown in Fig. 8.
Thus, by executing actions on entry/exit and UIG generated
configurations, one can have a dynamic observation that the
“HVPowerUp Parking” sub-state is activated synchronously
when the physical operation “Plug in charging cable” is
performed in the simulation platform, as shown in the red
dashed-line box in Fig. 9. The detailed interpretation of the
FSM modeling is elaborated in Section V-B.

C. Functional validation

The functional validation according to the user behavior
cover list and test cases (refer to Sections III-E) is performed

based on dynamic synchronous simulation. Namely, we need
to verify if each user behavior triggers one transition and
activates the corresponding functional state, and whether each
state and each transition can be covered by at least one
user behavior, so as to assess the correctness of bidirectional
coverage between them. Additionally, as we mentioned before,
the user behavior cover list is extracted from the customer
function requirement specification and the product function
requirement specification, and reviewed by domain experts.
With the help of the innovative functional validation process
of the proposed CL-DSFV, we improved the physical design of
the HV electrical system (compared to the preliminary design)
in an all-wheel drive (AWD) EV, as shown in Fig. 10(a).
Taking “FC5-Activate/Deactivate HV System” for instance,
it shall realize the functionality to control HV battery main
contactors, i.e., C1, C2 and C3 in the HV battery system
as shown in Fig. 10(a). The interpretation on the design
of controlling HV battery main contactors is elaborated in
Section V-C.

V. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

The CL-DSFV performance evaluation, and the interpre-
tation on the FSM modeling and the improvement on the
physical design of controlling HV battery main contactors
according to our approach will be elaborated in this section.

A. CL-DSFV performance evaluation

Based on the industrial application, we first assessed the
superiority of our CL-DSFV approach by comparing with the
quite relevant methods when considering the assessment met-
rics: FBV, UBV, SBS, ECKI and SBIDSV (see the definitions
in Section II). The results are shown in Table VII. It is worth
noticing that our CL-DSFV can achieve all the assessment
metrics, and particularly, can implement SBIDSV. However,
other methods can only fulfill two or three of the five metrics;
especially, only two of other methods can achieve ECKI, and
none of them can achieve SBIDSV.
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Fig. 5. The instance of FTA for breaking down “REQ 138872” to FC1 (REQ: requirement, EV: event, TSR: technical safety
requirement, SM: safety mechanism).

TABLE VII Superiority assessment.

Methods FBV UBV SBS ECKI SBIDSV
Wang et al. [24] ✓ ✓

Pal et al. [26] ✓ ✓

Jiang et al. [28] ✓ ✓

Peng et al. [30] ✓ ✓

Netjasov et al. [32] ✓ ✓

Morita et al. [33] ✓ ✓ ✓

Marmaras et al. [36] ✓ ✓

Meltz et al. [38] ✓ ✓

Proposed CL-DSFV ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Moreover, we compared the detailed performance of our
CL-DSFV approach with the State-Machine-UML combined
(SM-UML) method proposed in [26], the dynamic evidential
Petri net (PN-DE) method proposed in [30] and the UML
based Crossing Check (UML-CC) method proposed in [33],
which are the most similar approaches to our CL-DSFV
among the methods referred in Table VII. Namely, we ap-
plied CL-DSFV, SM-UML, PN-DE and UML-CC approaches
to the functional validation of EEM function for EVs. To
implement the comparison, we considered 8 user behaviors

relevant to thermal activity, charging, initiating driving and
parking extracted from the user behavior cover list, which
are opening/closing driver door, turning on/off engine, turning
on/off air conditioner and plugging in/off charging cable. The
comparison results are shown in Table VIII.

TABLE VIII Performance comparison between CL-DSFV and
other referred methods.

Metrics CL-DSFV SM-UML PN-DE UML-CC

# UBC 8/8 (100%) 8/8 (100%) 7/8 (87.5%) 7/8 (87.5%)

# FSC 16/16
(100%)

21/21
(100%)

31/33
(94%)

24/24
(100%)

# TC 18/18
(100%)

33/36
(91.7%)

46/52
(88.5%)

44/46
(95.7%)

SBIDSV Yes No No No

UBC, FSC and TC are User Behavior Coverage, Functional State
Coverage, and Transition Coverage, respectively.

One can notice that the UBC metric for EEM functional
validation of our CL-DSFV outperforms that of PN-DE and
UML-CC. The TC metric of CL-DSFV outperforms that of
all the other three methods. The FSC metric of CL-DSFV
outperforms that of PN-DE. Moreover, CL-DSFV can cover all
user behaviors with much less functional states and transitions
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Exit/TransientPowerNormal

Entry/LoadCtrlFailed
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Fig. 6. The FSM of EEM (“n/a” means “not applicable”).

expertise

Action on entry

Action on exit

 Entry / ThermalRequest || ChargingCableConnected

 Exit / ThermalNotRequest && ChargingCableNotConnected

Fig. 7. The instance of actions on entry/exit.

due to the benefit of the proposed TE. Besides, the proposed
CL-DSFV holds the unique advantage of “State-Behavior
Interconnected Dynamic Synchronous Validation”, which is
not considered by any of the other three methods.

B. Interpretation on FSM modeling

The functionality of the five modules, i.e., “Electrical-
Conversion Parking”, “HVEnergySystem Parking”, “Electri-
calConversion Driving”, “VehicleElectricalState” and “HVEn-
ergySystem Driving” as shown in Fig. 6, is elaborated as
follows.

1) “ElectricalConversio Parking” is refined from FC2,
which contains four functional sub-states, i.e., “NoCon-
version”, “HLCMBuck”, “HLCMBoost” and “Silent”.
The function of “ElectricalConversion Parking” is to
balance power/energy among HV, LV and solar domains

through HLCM and SLCM, control the working modes
of HLCM and SLCM and provide them with setpoint
voltages during parking. “NoConversion” is the default
state and will transfer to “HLCMBuck” when the “Us-
age Intention” fulfills Passive Use of Vehicle, Offboard
Control, Enter, Settle in, Communicate in Vehicle, Load
Vehicle, Ride or Produce Product. The two categories
“Lifecycle” and “User Location” are not applicable for
this transition since they won’t have different impacts
on the transition when taking various values. Similarly,
the transitions to other sub-states shall also follow the
conditions defined by the TE, which are not garrulously
described here.

2) “HVEnergySystem Parking” is refined from FC1, FC3
and FC5. It contains two sub-states, i.e., “HVPower-
Down Parking” and “HVPowerUp Parking”, to control
HV loads and provide energy budget during parking. The
EV will keep in the sub-state “HVPowerDown Parking”
when the “Usage Intention” is Passive Use of Vehicle
and for “Vehicle Status”, the vehicle is parked, the
charging cable is not connected and the thermal activ-
ity is not requested. Otherwise, the EV will transfer
to “HVPowerUp Parking” if the “Usage Intention” is
Offboard Control, Maintain Vehicle, Enter, Settle in,
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<Configuration file>
<DoorIsOpenR 1L>

  <DataItem>
<FunState1>

  FunState="HVPowerDown_Driving"
  Entry ="VehcStandstill "
  Exit ="VehcStart"

<input TE list >
  UsageIntention="Drive"
  Lifecycle = null

UserLocation ="User in Driver Seat "
VehicleStatus ="Standstill "

</input TE list >
<output TE list>

  null
  </output TE list >

</FunState1>
<FunState2>

  ...
</FunState2>
...

</DataItem>
  </DoorIsOpenR 1L >

</Configuration file >

Fig. 8. The instance of UIG generated configuration file and implementation.

User behavior: Plug in charging cable

HVPowerDown_Parking

Reactions

Entry/ThermalNotRequest&&ChargingCableNotConnected

Exit/ThermalRequest||ChargingCableConnected

HVPowerUp_Parking

Reactions

Entry/ThermalRequest||ChargingCableConnected

Exit/ThermalNotRequest&&ChargingCableNotConnected

[UsageIntention : Passive Use of Vehicle
 Lifecycle : n/a
UserLocation : n/a
VehicleStatus: Parked AND 
(ChargingCableNotConnected AND
ThermalNotRequest)]

[UsageIntention :  Offboard Control OR 
Maintain Vehicle OR Enter OR Settle in OR 
Communicate in Vehicle OR Load Vehicle OR 
Ride OR Produce Product
 Lifecycle : n/a
UserLocation : n/a
VehicleStatus : Parked AND 
(ChargingCableConnected OR
ThermalRequest)]

Charging

Fig. 9. The instance of Dynamic synchronous simulation.
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Fig. 10. The HV Electrical system of an AWD EV (ACCM, EVI, HVCH, IHFA, IHRA, and OBC represent air conditioning
control module, electrical vehicle inlet, high voltage coolant heater, inverter high-voltage front axle, inverter high-voltage rear
axle, and on-board charger).
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Communicate in Vehicle, Load Vehicle, Ride or Produce
Product and for “Vehicle Status”, the charging cable is
connected or the thermal activity is requested.

3) “ElectricalConversion Driving” is refined from FC2.
It provides the sub-state “HLCMSafeBuck” to balance
power/energy among HV, LV and solar domains through
HLCM and SLCM, control the working modes of HLCM
and SLCM and provide them with setpoint voltages
during driving. The difference between “ElectricalCon-
version Driving” and “ElectricalConversion Parking” is
that the “HLCMSafeBuck” is the unique functional state
during driving, and it shall fulfill Automotive Safety In-
tegrity Level (ASIL) C requested by the driving scenario.
However, the four sub-states inside “ElectricalConver-
sion Parking” are required as Quality Management (QM,
i.e., non-safety related). In detail, in “HLCMSafeBuck”
state, HLCM shall convert HV power to safety-related LV
network while regulating the voltage in the LV network
according to the setpoint voltage with the fulfillment of
ASIL C.

4) “VehicleElectricalState” is refined from FC1 and FC4.
It contains three sub-states, i.e., “NoDegradation”, “Re-
ducedPerformance” and “LimitedPowerCritical”, to con-
trol loads, provide LV power status to LV loads, and mon-
itor and report actual power status to the EV. The EV will
be in the state “NoDegradation”, “ReducedPerformance”
or “LimitedPowerCritical” when the “Vehicle Status” is
equal to Power level normal, Power level reduced or
Power level critical, respectively. When the power level
reduces to the degradation level or critical limitation
level, the EV shall take actions to ensure safe operation,
e.g., shutting down the thermal system in a degradation
situation or ensuring a safe stop in a critical limitation
situation.

5) “HVEnergySystem Driving” is refined from FC1 and
FC5. It provides two sub-states “HVPowerUp Driving”
and “HVPowerDown Driving” to enable/disable HV
loads and provide energy budget during driving. The EV
will be in the state “HVPowerUp Driving” or “HVPow-
erDown Driving” when the “Vehicle Status” is equal to
Moving or Standstill, respectively, during driving.

C. Interpretation on physical design of controlling HV battery
main contactors

As shown in Fig. 10(a), the HV Battery System is in the
middle of the figure. The group of main contactors in the
red solid-line rectangle consists of C1, C2 and C3, which
are used for connecting the HV battery whenever EV loads
need to consume HV energy, or the EV needs to be charged.
Specifically, C1 and C2 are used for pre-charging and energy
transfer, respectively. C3 is used for connecting the minus pole.
C4 and C5 in the green dashed-line rectangle work together
for fast-charging.

In the subsequent content, we take the thermal event,
charging event, propulsion event and HV battery fault event as
instances to clarify how the CL-DSFV approach guides and
improves the physical design of HV battery main contactor

control according to requirements. Through performing the
use case analysis and the functional concept analysis, the
FC5 is obtained (see Table VI), which is responsible for
controlling HV battery main contactors as we mentioned
in Section IV-C. Moreover, requirements related to ther-
mal/charging/propulsion/HV battery fault events of FC5 are
identified as follows:

• Req1-Thermal: when EEMS receives the thermal request,
EEMS shall request to close the main contactors to
connect the HV battery.

• Req2-Charging: when the charging cable is connected and
EEMS receives the charging request, EEMS shall request
to close the main contactors to initiate charging.

• Req3-Propulsion: when EEMS receives the vehicle start
request, EEMS shall request to close the main contactors
to initiate driving.

• Req4-HV battery fault: when EEMS receives the HV
battery fault signal, EEMS shall request to open the main
contactors to disconnect the HV battery.

Then, the correctness of design in terms of functions and the
consistency between the physical design and the requirements
above are validated based on the FSM, dynamic synchronous
simulation, and coverage validation (see Section IV-C) accord-
ing to the user behavior cover list and test cases (confidential
documents of the OEM). Here, the user behaviors defined in
the user behavior cover list to activate the functional states of
the FSM are “Heating vehicle” for Req1, “Plug in charging
cable” for Req2, “Press start button” for Req3, and any of the
three user behaviors above combined with HV battery fault
injection test cases for Req4.

Fig. 10(b) shows the preliminary design before we apply
the CL-DSFV approach. One can notice that contactors C1,
C4 and C5 are missing in the preliminary design, compared
with Fig. 10(a) that the CL-DSFV approach has been applied.
Actually, in the preliminary design the short circuit of main
contactors has failed to be considered while fast-charging
is initiated in an HV battery fault event, which can cause
a single point failure. With the help of the CL-DSFV, we
identified this flaw, added the contactor C1 and improved
the preliminary design. Moreover, we added the fast-charging
contactor group (i.e., C4 and C5), designed the combination of
C1 and the fast-charging contactor group to prohibit charging
in the HV battery fault event, and enabled the notification
“Battery warning, service urgent” to users as well, so as to
eliminate the single point failure, during the iteration of the
CL-DSFV framework.

D. Discussion

By collaborating with the OEM in automotive industry
(unfortunately due to the OEM’s confidential policy, we are not
able to provide more detailed materials), we have applied the
CL-DSFV approach to the development of certain products,
which testified to the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
More importantly, the transition engine provides a way to
construct a relatively comprehensive causal knowledge flow
from parent states to child states with the integration of domain
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expertise, since it has considered holistic aspects related to
usage features and vehicle functionality features.

In the present study, the domain expertise has been intro-
duced to the process of use case/functional concept analyses,
transition engine design and user behavior cover list devel-
opment. Academic researches have over the years developed
a plethora of design methods and tools with the intention
of improving the efficiency and effectiveness of the product
development process. There is a well-recognized challenge to
successfully bridge the step from researches into practices.
The bilateral transfer of knowledge between academia and
practitioners poses a key question to the research community
about how research can be made more actionable. It is worth
noticing that leveraging domain expertise wisely is the very
bridge crossing the gap that one wants to eliminate. In details,
the integration of domain expertise can provide a sound inter-
pretation on causal knowledge between parent functional states
and child states, and during the process of use case analysis
and functional concept analysis. On the other hand, since
academic research often focuses on theoretical advancements
and innovations, while industrial practices prioritize practical
and cost-effective solutions; taking that into consideration,
we strongly recommend establishing partnerships between
academic institutions and industries, and encouraging domain
experts to participate in academic research. For example, in our
case we require the analyses, modeling process, development
of the user behavior cover list and test cases, and validation
process to be reviewed by domain experts to transfer the
domain knowledge into actionable real-world design.

Furthermore, the developed virtual synchronous simula-
tion in our work realizes the interconnection between prod-
uct FSM states and customer behaviors. Namely, it gives
a perceptual intuition on the dynamic connection between
industrial design and customer behavior features based on
the TE flow, and alleviates the cost of physical testing. Via
the dynamic synchronous validation and the closed loop of
function decomposition/reversed updating, one can obtain a
deeper understanding on customer requirements and functional
behavior features to develop a more practical product.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In the present study, an effective and comprehensive ap-
proach for functional validation, called CL-DSFV, is proposed.
In theory, the CL-DSFV methodology achieves a holistic and
closed-loop feedback functional validation, and consists of
the original UIG algorithm, user intention oriented dynamic
synchronous interaction method, the proposed TE method,
and domain expertise and causal knowledge integration. Ad-
ditionally, mainly due to the design of TE, and integration
of domain expertise and causal knowledge, our approach
holds both academic contributions and industrial engineering
practicability. Namely, we bridge the gap between academic
research and industrial practices, to some extent; taking that
into consideration, our approach is quite meaningful. The
performance evaluation (see Section V-A) shows its superiority
regarding the aspects of FBV, UBV, SBS, ECKI and SBIDSV,
compared with existing reviewed works. The industrial ap-
plication (see Sections IV and V) improves the design of

HV battery system of the EV, and show its strong capacity
for dealing with a complete end-to-end design optimization
process based on a low-cost virtual validation.

The CL-DSFV is a general methodology that can be
migrated to other similar domains in terms of functional
validation. Namely, one just needs to perform corresponding
analyses, create the FSM model and user behavior cover list
for the specific product function.

A. Major contributions compared with reviewed papers

The major contributions compared with existing reviewed
papers are as follows:

1) A novel and comprehensive transition engine, called TE
is a medium to deliver comprehensive causal knowledge
from parent states to child states. In addition, it can be
generally applied to other functions or systems in the
automotive industry.

2) As investigated in Section II, only our approach can
achieve the user intention oriented state-behavior inter-
connected dynamic synchronous validation, based on the
UIG algorithm and actions on entry/exit of functional
states, compared with existing relevant works reviewed,
which gives a visualization on the dynamic connec-
tion between industrial designs and customer behavior
features, moreover, decreases the cost of realization of
physical testing.

3) The integration of domain expertise and causal knowl-
edge into the use case/functional concept analyses, tran-
sition engine design and user behavior cover list devel-
opment can optimize the decomposition from customer
behaviors to functional behaviors and the reversed up-
dating of functional design in the closed-loop process,
and can eliminate the knowledge gap between academic
researches and industrial practices.

B. Limitations and future work

Several limitations of the proposed approach need to be
addressed: a) the validity of safety requirements identified
from the functional concept analysis can be impacted by the
depth and spectrum of operators’ knowledge; b) for a complex
functional system, the functional state space might be huge,
which will be result in a high computation cost of coverage
tests. Thereby, to respond to the limitations above, the direc-
tions of future work can be expected in what follows: i) CNNs
will be introduced to learn safety requirements and design
safety constrain regularizers to recognize safety patterns; ii)
the functional state space shall be minimized by optimizing
the functional concept analysis, functional architecture and
decomposition, and enhancing semantic capacity of model
language.
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